Midwestern State University has benefited from the generosity of our donors. Words cannot express the appreciation we have for the support through these gifts. Those included in the following list provided donations during MSU’s 2017-2018 fiscal year (September 1, 2017 to present date).

This donor listing is updated on a monthly basis on the website. Thank you for your continued support of the MSU Annual Fund.

DONOR LISTING

Stephanie Acosta  
Theresa and John Addicks  
Jan Alderfer ('59)  
Julia ('02) and Jerry ('04) Allen  
Michelle ('87) and Steve ('86) Allison  
Dr. Jennifer Anderson ('01)  
Kristin and Doug ('96) Andreasen  
Leeann Andrews  
Jocelyn Angelo  
Hazel C. Apodaca  
Nancy Ashbrook ('59)  
Cindy and Jody ('08) Ashlock  
Anayel Aviles  
Pam (73) and Warren (71) Ayres  
Becca Babbitt ('88)  
Debbie ('78) and Kevin ('82) Baber  
Donna Sue ('77, '10) and Steven L. ('76) Bacchus  
Sue and Gary ('93) Baker  
Victor Balderas  
Mona Barker  
Laura and Charles Barnard  
Dr. Bill Barrow ('69)  
Debbie ('78, '91) and Bob ('77, '78) Barrow  
Toni Barrow  
Karen Batte  
Travis Baumann  
Jerry Beard ('73)  
Sam and Mark Beauchamp  
Mario Belotti ('54, '55)  
Sandra ('88) and Allen ('67) Birdwell  
D'June Black ('74)  
Amanda H. Blackman ('70)  
Lanford Lynn Blanton ('52)  
Kimberly L. Bolig  
Beverly Bolin  
Dr. and Mrs. ('75, '85) Dan Bolin  
Katie (Hessing) ('05) and Kevin Bonner  
Shawonna Bosmans  
Donita Bowers ('72, '74)  

Dr. Betty Carlson Bowles  
Betty and Finis ('69) Boyd  
Cathryn Paige Boyd  
Toni and Trenton Boyd  
Robert Bradshaw  
Conna S. Bral  
Judge and Mrs. Bob Brotherton  
Emma L. Brown ('12)  
Marcy Brown Marsden  
Michael W. Brown ('77)  
Dr. Nathan Brown Jr. ('76, '82)  
Tyler D. Brown  
Pam and Todd Brunskill  
Andrea and Scott Buckelew  
Gregory Burgess  
Charles E. Burrell ('79)  
Sarah ('91) and Bill Butler  
Rubyetta Easterling Cain ('60)  
Kimberly and Kenneth Callahan  
Connie ('89) and Mac ('67) Cannedy  
Kellie and Ryan ('08) Cannedy  
Dennis C. Capron ('05)  
Dr. Louis B. Caruana ('67, '78)  
Sandy Casares  
Amy ('02) and Rodney ('95) Case  
Amanda and James Chance  
Esperanza and Elvis Chapa  
Kay ('64) and Ernest Chapa  
Paula and Fred ('67) Chicken  
Gerri and Moses Clark  
Karen ('85) and Tony ('79) Clark  
Carla J. Clayton ('67)  
Rod Clemmons ('67, '69)  
Chris and Mike ('80) Clothier  
Deidra and Adrian Colbert  
Robert Comello  
Paul Comstock  
Mary Helen and Walter ('74) Coppage  
Cullen M. Craft ('17)
Melissa ('91) and Scott Plowman
Leslee (86) and Scott (95, 98) Ponder
Joy (Farr) ('76) and John ('76) Powell
Abigail and Javier Prieto
Dale and Joe Prothro
Janet Gould Rainey ('96)
Isaiah Rainge ('76)
Patricia A. Rainwater ('89)
Ulana Ludeke Ratley ('71)
Ruth Ann (84) and Jeff ('84, '86) Ray
Angie ('07, '09) and Christopher ('06, '08) Reay
Sandra and David (61) Reichert
Anita Allen Reid (78)
Priscilla Sue Reid (74)
Kathy A. Rice (06)
Laura (96) and Michael (93) Richards
Sandra (84) and Terry Riddles
Peggy (75) and Tom (70) Rine
Citolay Rivas (12, '15)
Lisa (81) and Lee (80) Roberts
Cheryl Lyles Ross ('81)
Mark Royal (98)
Catherine Rudy (96)
Tanya (98) and Michael (96) Rueschenberg
Sara ('83) and Phil Rugeley
Mr. (63) and Mrs. (61) Bobby Rusk
Suzanne Salvatore
Larry J. Sanders
Vicki Sanders (06, '08)
Tim Sawyer (79)
Jon B. Scales (88)
Martha Maria Schaller (98)
Grady Schenk Jr. (90)
Mica Schneider
Kristin (98) and H. P. Schuele
Jane and Bill Scott
Sealed Air Corporation
Dr. (85) and Mrs. Alan Seay
Callie C. Seigler (79)
Ruth Shaw (55)
Erik Sheldon (07)
Keith Shelton (54)
Sharron Shelton (99)
Nan ('81) and Steve ('81) Shipp
Amanda and Matt ('07) Shirey
Heather and Michael Sievers
Brenda Sigala
Kenneth J. Simons (67)
Janet (84) and George Slagle
Dawn Slavens
Dr. David W. Sloan (65)
Carolyn and Kent (00) Smead
Donna and Billy Smith
Karen and Michael (70, 74) Smith
Alicia M. Sokora
Daisy Spahis (55)
Byron Spears (01)
Sheri and William Speegle
Carole A. Speight (75)
Pam ('83) and Lance (70, '77) Spruiell
Shannon and Adam Stack
Decdra C. Stafford
Ellen J. Stallcup (03)
DaNette Stalnaker (17)
Aniette and Brian Stavelly
Paige Stevens
Whitney N. Stewart (04)
Anne and Erik (14) Stokes
Joni Streit (74)
Shelley and Greg Sweatt
Alvin C. Talley (57)
Deanne G. and Raymond L. ('67) Taylor
Johnny M. Taylor
Teammates forever Jaron #82
Terri ('82, '84) and Patrick ('87) Tempelmeyer
Greg Tesitor (90)
Billy Bob Thacker (77)
The Thacker Family
Gail ('93) and Paul Thomas
Joan F. Tingle (67)
Lediah and Neely (63) Tipton
Camilla Cammie Arnold Todd (86)
Patricia Tracy (68)
Jane and Tim ('76) Truelove
T-Shirt Safari
Jared Tuilagi
Andrew Tunstall
Nathan Turner (97)
Roxanna C. Tyler
Prem Ulaganathan (13)
Nikhil Vangeti
Heidi and Jason VanTreese
Maggie Varela (05)
Olga and Jake (78) Vasquez
Stephanie Veve
Donna and Tony Vidmar
Katelyn E. Vietti (16)
Drs. Heidi and Roy ('86, '90) Vogtsberger
Stan Wagnon (15)
Corby Walker ('96), San-Tex Homes
Robbie ('68) and Terry ('66) Walker
John Wanjau
Paula Weeks (75)
Welch, Sanders & Associates, LLP
Harvey Welch ('67) in Memory of Sharon Welch
Jolene Welch
Laurie ('96) and David (96) Welch
Helen Jane Werst (67)
Deandra ('02) and Eric ('00, '05) West
WFCF - Weeks Family Donor Advised Fund
Roger L. White (90)
Monette and Ben (74) Wible
Wichita Falls Human Resources Management Association
Linda L. Wickersham ('87)
Larry Stanton Wiese ('90)
Stephanie Willis (91)
Linda (79) and Rob Wilson
James R. Winham (99)
THANK YOU for being a part of this special community of donors at Midwestern State University. Your support makes a difference on campus!

To report an error or omission, please contact Patricia Lowry at (940) 397-4539 or by email at givetoMSU@mwsu.edu.

A final listing of the Honor Roll of Donors for fiscal year 2015-2016 is located at: https://mwsu.edu/HonorRoll

For information about the MSU Annual Fund, call (940) 397-4539 or by e-mail at givetoMSU@mwsu.edu.